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HP Debuts its Most Affordable Professional Certified
Desktop Optimized for Multitasking
GENEVA, September 24, 2018 — HP Inc. today announced its most affordable professional certified desktop1 – the
HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition.
The HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition is a professional desktop for power users who are ready to upgrade to
workstation performance at an exceptional value. This model provides optimal multitasking performance, runs
certified software and features advanced security and easy manageability.
The HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition brings the pro-grade performance and capabilities customers want at a
more accessible price point. This workstation edition caters to the evolving workflow needs of cost-conscious
customers like STEM students, architects and engineers. It is ideal for those who need the processing power for
responsive performance for offline rendering and 3D modeling in CAD applications and for multitasking on business
productivity applications.
Users will appreciate a generational leap in efficiency, enabling them to handle multiple tasks simultaneously with
capability up to 8 core AMD Ryzen™ PRO Processors, up to 16 threads of processing power and a choice of
professional graphics cards. This system can handle compute tasks like rendering, reduced assembly rebuild times
in SOLIDWORKS or Inventor and experience smooth, seamless application viewports while interacting with 3D assets.
Customers are increasingly looking for professional features and high-quality hardware in entry/mid-tier
workstations. The pro-grade performance of this cost-effective desktop runs certified professional software. It is
optimized for professional ISV certified software, including such as SolidWorks eDrawings, Autodesk AutoCAD,
Autodesk Revit and SketchUp.
With the HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition users get powerful protection from evolving malware threats with
self-healing, hardware-enforced security solutions like HP Sure Start Gen4 2 which protects against BIOS attacks.
Plus, multiple devices can be easily managed with the HP Manageability Integration Kit Gen23.

Price and Availability
The HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition is available now in EMEA for a starting price of €679, excluding VAT.
About HP
HP Inc. creates technology that makes life better for everyone, everywhere. Through our portfolio of printers, PCs,
mobile devices, solutions, and services, we engineer experiences that amaze. More information about HP Inc. is
available at http://www.hp.com.
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Footnotes:
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Certified on HP EliteDesk 705 Workstation Edition systems configured with NVIDIA Quadro® P1000 or AMD Radeon™ Pro WX 3100 graphics cards.
HP Sure Start Gen4 is available on HP Elite and HP Workstation products equipped with 8th generation Intel® or AMD processors.
HP Manageability Integration Kit Gen2 can be downloaded from http://www8.hp.com/us/en/ads/clientmanagement/overview.html.
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